Kill switch wiring on a 2004 Subaru Impreza
For this install we will be using a 4-pole kill switch like this one: http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B012UW1GAI.
2 poles are used to disconnect the battery and the 2 other poles are used to kill the engine while running from the
alternator. Make sure you use the appropriate wire gauge (4 gauge min to battery (http://www.amazon.com/feetgauge-red-battery-cable/dp/B002DZF1MW), 10 gauge to ignition).
1. Disconnect both negative and positive battery terminals
2. Remove nut to disconnect starter and fuse box cables from positive terminal
3. Connect the kill switch in series by running 2 wires, one to the positive terminal and the other one to the
starter/fuse box wires. See picture below:

4. For the 2 remaining poles, the easiest solution is to directly kill the ignition by wiring them in series with the
ignition fuse (the remaining active components of the system like the fuel pump will drain the power from the
alternator). The ignition fuse is located in the fuse box on the driver side below the steering wheel. You will need
an inline fuse holder to keep the ignition fuse, make sure you use the same 15A fuse in the fuse holder.
Several techniques to attach the wires to the fuse box:
- Use an available fuse tap kit (e.g. http://www.quadratec.com/products/13029_200.htm)
- Cut the fuse in half, remove the top plastic to expose the connector and weld a wire to it
- Cut a wire connector in half and it will perfectly fit in the fuse box plug (technique used on the install below).
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5. Cover all the connectors with rubber boots and heat shrink wrap
6. Test:
a. Car off, switch off: turn the ignition key, nothing should happen, starter should not crank
b. Car off, switch on: turn the ignition key and start the car
c. Rev the car up to 2500rpms and turn the switch to the off position: engine should stop.

